
Rhythm and Time Signatures 
 
Time Signature – An indication of rhythm following a clef, typically expressed as a fraction 
 
 Top # – The number of beats in a measure 
 Bottom # – Determines which note value will take one beat.  
 (4/4 = “4 quarters per measure”, 6/8 = “6 eighths per measure”) 
 
Measure – A segment of time corresponding to a specific number of beats 
 
Barline – Vertical lines on the staff to mark the measures 
 
Tie – a curved line between two of the same pitch. The player holds for the duration of both notes 
 
BPM – Stands for “beats per minute” (60bpm = seconds on a clock) 
 
Dot to the right of the note – This indicates to play time and a half for that note value 

 

If        then    
 
 

 
 

Interpreting Rhythm 
 
Pulse – The main accent or rhythmic unit. (like a consistent heartbeat)  
 
Beat – The numbered counts of the time signature.  
 

 *Pulse and beat are often used interchangeably, but there is a subtle difference between them* 
… They are the same in “simple” time signatures… but not in “compound”  

 

Syncopation – A temporary displacement of the strong beat, caused by stressing a weak beat 
 
Backbeat – A consistent, strong accent on a weak beat (commonly a snare drum on beats 2 and 4)  



The following applies to the TOP NUMBER ONLY of the Time Signature 

 
 
Simple – Pulses are divided evenly into 2 (or 4) notes 
  (number   e   +   a) 
Compound – Pulses are divided evenly into 3 (or 6) notes 
  (number   da   na   da   ni   da) 
Duple – 2 pulses per measure 
 
Triple – 3 pulses per measure 
 
Quadruple – 4 pulses per measure 

 
These are frequently used time signatures. Counting the numbers aloud show it as “duple, triple, or 

quadruple.” Rhythms in (parentheses) are placeholders, and are held rather than replayed. 
 

 
 
 

The following depicts how SIMPLE signatures divide pulses into 2, or 4 equal parts 
The first measure (3/4) shows progressively faster rhythm. The second (4/4) shows intricate rhythms 

 

 
 
 

The following depicts how COMPOUND signatures divide pulses into 3, or 6 equal parts 
 

 

 SIMPLE COMPOUND 
DUPLE 2 6 
TRIPLE 3 9 
QUAD 4 12 



 
The bottom number of these signatures make them less frequently seen. They are still valid.  

It may be useful to say the signature out loud in fractional form, and recognize how the pulse looks. 
 
 

 “six sixteenths” (per measure)   “three halves” (per measure) 

 
 “twelve quarters” (per measure)  “four wholes” (per measure) 

 
 

A few final points: 
 
 

Compound time signatures always have dots on their pulses 
 
 

The beaming of notes should visually portray the stresses of the music… Awkward beaming makes the 
music difficult to read, and skews the metric flow         

 
 

Pulse and beat are very difficult to cleanly and simply define. Some approaches to these terms define 
them slightly differently. I personally draw a hard line between the two terms. Ultimately, the point is 

the ability to distinguish and interpret rhythmic phrasing.  
 
 

The bottom number is always a power of two (1, 2, 4, 8, 16, etc.). The top number may be any integer. 
Odd time signatures are the next step to interpreting meter (5/8, 7/8, etc.) 


